
10 Ways to quickly grow your advisory business 
as a Waymaker Partner with little or no money
Waymaker.io powers partners to grow their advisory business. 

Grow your  
partner business
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“Strive not to be a success, but 
rather to be of value.”

- Albert Einstein
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The very 
best growth 
strategy?

Work smarter, 
and achieve 
more while 
doing less.
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THE 30 DAY CHALLENGE1
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Challenge a potential client 
that if you can’t find any 
areas to improve their 
business with a clear ROI 
then you’ll buy them a bottle 
of wine. 

Run the Waymaker diagnostic with 
them, surface the growth gaps. 

Review the ROI and valule created by 
improving the growth gaps.

Position the Waymaker way so 
they can become a goal driven 
organisation.

Offer them an advisory retainer and 
buy them a bottle of wine anyway!

Cost? Your time and a bottle of 
wine, use a free trial for the client on 
Waymaker.io

Offer a 30 day challenge
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RUN A 7 QUESTIONS 
WORKSHOP2
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Be the expert advisor, use 
the Waymaker Leadership 
Curve in a simple 90 minute  
workshop with a leadership 
team and see what answers 
you get from asking the 7 
Questions.

Simply, but powerfully use a white 
board or video screen share online to 
take a leadership team through the 
Waymaker Leadership Curve. 

This is certain to surface gaps and 
raise opportunities for business 
improvement. Be the trusted advisor 
and demonstrate your expertise in 
leadership coaching & consulting. 
 

Then, offer to run the full diagnostic 
with their team and start the journey 
to running a goal driven growth 
program.

Download and learn the Waymaker 
Leadership curve in Waymaker 
Academy. 

Cost? Only your time, start with a 30 
day free trial for the client. 

Lead a team through the 
Waymaker Leadership Curve 
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ACHIEVE MORE, DO LESS: THE 7 QUESTIONS 
WAYMAKER LEADERSHIP CURVE 

GOALS

7. What are the one, two or three things that if delivered 
over the next quarter or half will shift the needle 
on the business?

SYSTEMS O
F PROCESS

HUMAN SKILL
S

VISION

MARKETEMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE

STRATEGYCUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

BUSINESS
MODEL

     6. What is our employee’s 
   experience, how do we acquire, 
 retain and grow talent through our 
principles  and what improvements 
need to be made?

5. What is our customer’s 
experience, how do we acquire, 
retain and grow customers 
   through our personality 
     and what improvements 
        need to be made?

4. What is our business model, 
is it creating value, what metrics 

tell us this, and what practices improve 
our value proposition?

3. What is our strategy, 
where is our growth focused  

and how do we improve   
our positioning?    

2. What is our market, 
who is our ideal customer, 

what do they value and what  
perceptions do we need to build?  

1. What is our vision, is this driven 
by our purpose and what’s 

holding us back from 
reaching it?

The leadership journey is to move the organisation from first idea to 
market leadership. 

To move up the curve, ask and answer the ‘7 Questions’.  Deliver the goals that 
matter most and continously improve the maturity of the 6 business functions. 

Diagnose your skills and system gaps on the best practice leadership curves in 
Waymaker.io and plan your goals to reach your vision. 
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WRITE AN ARTICLE FOR 
PUBLICATION3
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Write an article, submit to 
Waymaker for publishing on 
the growth news & article 
blog and we’ll share it with 
thousands in our email list to 
promote you. 

Pick a topic you know well and write 
an article of 1,000 - 1,500 words to 
demonstrate your expertise and skills.

If appropriate we publish on the 
Waymaker blog and then promote to 
thousands of readers and businesses 
in our email list. 

This is a great way to position yourself 
as a leader in a field and receive 
inbound links and enquiry to your own 
website. 

Cost? Free to all partners. We can 
help you with article ideation, writing 
and editing if you need it. 

Visit waymaker.io/partner for more 
information. 

Write & publish on Waymaker
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TURN ON LEAD 
GENERATION SERVICE 4
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Turn on our all-in-one 
lead generation & sales 
acceleration service to 
automate new customer 
acquisition. 

We deliver a sales acceleration 
platform with campaign design and 
setup, a dedicated customer success 
contact providing 1-on-1 strategy and 
a guaranteed lead delivery pipeline.

This is a sales acceleration team on 
demand from the customer success 
team at Waymaker. Our goal is your 
growth.

Cost? This is a paid service, starting 
from $599 + gst (AUD) per month. 

Visit waymaker.io/partner for more 
information. 

Turn on concierge leads
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BE A GUEST ON 
WAYMAKER’S PODCAST5
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Create some thought 
leadership and join our 
podcast as a guest. 

We’ll design an episode around your 
expertise, positioning you as the 
expert with evergreen content that 
sells you.

This will publish on the Waymaker 
Podcast Leadership Torque. 

We’ll promote this to thousands of 
potential customers, you can promote 
this to position you during client 
engagements.

Cost? This is free to all partners, 
simply submit your idea in the Partner 
Growth Hub. 

Visit waymaker.io/partner for more 
information. 

Guest on Leadership Torque
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CO-BRAND AN EBOOK6
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Request to use and co-brand 
one of our eBooks as a 
Partner. 

We’ll partner with you to co-brand an 
eBook you can use as a lead magnet 
in advertising and promotions. 

If the right eBook doesn’t exist, talk to 
your customer success manager and 
if appropriate, we’ll produce it for you 
to help you grow. 

You can promote this to generate new 
leads and convert existing ones. 

Cost? This is free to all partners, 
simply submit your idea in the Partner 
Growth Hub. 

Visit waymaker.io/partner for more 
information. 

Co-brand an ebook as a  
lead magnet

YOUR BRAND 
HERE
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RUN A GAP ANALYSIS7
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This is the most common 
method of new client 
acquisition because it is so 
effective. 

Lead a new client to build a better 
business in 30 days. 

Set up a free trial for your client. 
Clarify the goal that defines success. 
Review the business using the 
diagnostic in Waymaker.

Build a roadmap and start guiding 
your client through quarterly 
improvement cycles. 

It is possible to set the goal, run the 
diagnostic and start the improvement 
cycle with a 30 day free trial period. 

Cost? Only your time. The client 
receives a ’show don’t tell’ approach 
to business imprvoement. 

Sign the client and grow together.  

Run a complimentary gap 
analysis and goal setting 
workshop
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CO-HOST A VIRTUAL 
EVENT WITH WAYMAKER8
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We’ll help you with content 
and a demo and you co-host 
a Waymaker strategic growth 
webinar with your potential 
customers.

We’ll help you, endorse you and 
support you on the growth journey 
with clients.

This doesn’t have to be a long event, 
typically 45 - 60 minutes is ideal. This 
works really well with warm leads who 
are interested to move to a detailed 
conversation. 

You can sell one to many using this 
model and secure getting started 
appointments with ease.  

Cost? Free to all partners, simply 
speak with your Customer Success 
Manager. 

Co-host a virtual webinar or 
workshop with Waymaker
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RUN A 30 MINUTE ONE 
PAGE PLAN SESSION9
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Use Waymaker’s intelligent 
goal software to help a busy 
executive bring their chaos 
into clarity.

Use Waymaker’s powerful goal 
planning and setting software to turn 
an old one-page plan into a dynamic 
one-cloud plan for a senior leader.

Demonstrate how simple and 
powerful the goal setting process is 
by bring clarity and focus to the client.  

Then, position and educate the 
process of quarterly improvement 
cycles and start with goal mapping 
the client’s organisation on Waymaker.  

Cost? Only your time, start with a 30 
day free trial for the client. 

Create a business strategy 
roadmap in 30 minutes 
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THE MYSTERY SHOP10
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Mystery shop a potential 
client either online or in 
person. Sign up for a demo, 
email list or go through 
the buying experience as 
far as possible to see what 
happens.

Map the journey experience using our 
Customer Journey Mapping Canvas 
and share your improvement insights 
with the client. 

Ask for an opportunity to run a full 
diagnostic to reveal growth gaps 
across the CX functions of Sales, 
Marketing & Service. 

Cost? Your time to have a little fun 
doing a mystery shop. 

Use a free trial for the client on 
Waymaker.io to run the diagnostic 
and download the customer journey 
mapping canvas from Waymaker 
Acadmey.

Mystery shop a potential client
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CX: JOURNEY CANVAS
WAYMAKER LEADERSHIP CURVE 

Q5. What is our customer’s experience, how do we acquire, retain & grow our customers using our personality 
and what improvements need to be made?
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EXPECTATIONS PERSONALITY
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ACADEMY

Become a Waymaker partner and find more content 
to help you build a better business at  

Waymaker.io/academy
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Coach, consult & lead teams to demonstrable 
growth more easily with Waymaker.  
 
 
Win & keep more and better clients
Win new business more easily & keep more business because of your demonstrable ROI.
 
Increase revenue & repeat billing
Stop churning clients, hold them for longer & increase your customer lifetime value.
 
Demonstrate your ROI
Show real progress from your contribution to your client’s business improvement.
 
Kill unbillable time
Use your intuitive technology to automate old paper based services & leverage our academy 
of playbooks to accelerate speed to market.

Lead teams to success with the intelligent and powerful goal delivery and 
strategic alignment using Waymaker.io the intelligent business management and 
strategy platform. 


